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Several Russian government websites briefly went down after authorities said they will slow Twitter
speeds for Russian users. Sergei Yermokhin / TASS

Russia blamed “equipment failure” at the state internet provider for mass government
website outages after authorities said they will slow down Twitter for Russian users
Wednesday.

The websites of the Kremlin and Russian government as well as both chambers of parliament
briefly went down after Russia announced it will slow Twitter's loading speed within the
country for failing to delete banned content. Roskomnadzor, the media regulator that
initiated the slowdown, and other state security websites were also briefly inaccessible.

Related article: Russia Disrupts Twitter Access in Banned Content Row

https://twitter.com/minsvyaz_news/status/1369592993288749058
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“Problems with access to a number of government and other sites are related to a router
failure in the Rostelecom network,” Russia’s Communications Ministry said, referring to the
country’s largest provider.

“The company is taking the necessary steps to restore the network,” it added in a tweet.

Prominent cybersecurity expert and author Andrei Soldatov linked the disruptions to the
Twitter slowdown, which itself will use the same technology that Russia plans to use to
enforce its "sovereign internet" law.

“Routers is exactly what Roskomnadzor was playing with,” Soldatov told The Moscow Times.

“All sovereign internet equipment is about routers,” he added.

The Kremlin on Wednesday denied that its website went down and voiced support for
Roskomnadzor’s efforts to make Twitter comply with Russian law.

The regulator said it moved to disrupt Twitter access after the platform failed to delete more
than 3,000 tweets containing calls for minors to commit suicide, child pornography and drugs
since 2017. 

The slowdown and threat to block the platform used by 3% of Russians comes amid growing
tensions with western social media over what Moscow calls censorship of its state-affiliated
accounts. It also follows recent anti-Kremlin protests, with Roskomnadzor suing Twitter,
Google, Facebook, as well as TikTok and Telegram for failing to delete posts urging children
to take to the streets.

Google, its Russian equivalent Yandex and YouTube also reported problems with accessibility,
according to the outage monitoring website Downdetector.
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